GOAL: To be the fastest class to pass in their papers (and have fun while doing so!)

There will be a 5 second penalty added for each instance of failing to meet any of the following expectations:

- Everyone must start sitting all the way down in their seat
- Everyone must start with at least one finger on their paper
- No talking or loud noises of any sort
- No running or dangerous movements (under tables, etc.)
- Everyone must gently touch the front wall (NOT the Smartboard)
- All papers must be in alphabetical order
- All papers must have first and last names on them
- All papers must be facing the same way
- Teacher stool may be moved before passing in papers, but must be returned to its original spot after timer stops
- 50% or more of the class must be turning in a paper for the time to be official
- Students must show positive support for one another (before, during, and after paper passin’)
PAPER PASSIN’
RULES AND REGULATIONS

GOAL: To be the fastest class to pass in their papers (and have fun while doing so!)

A class may be temporarily DQed (disqualified) if: a) They receive a total of 3 individual penalties (or more) during a paper passin’ or b) They take over 1 minute to complete the paper passin’ process. Classes that are DQed will lose their current score and remain with a “DQ” until they complete another paper pass.

Each time will be divided by the number of students in that class. The 1st place class in each grade with the lowest average at 3:05 pm on the last day of each trimester will be awarded a Chomp ‘n Chew Class in which they will be allowed to “chomp and chew” any kind of bubblegum they would like for the duration of the next Religion class. Students may only chew the gum from the first bell of class to the last bell, at which point it must be thrown in the garbage.
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